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5ub: - Prayerfor lodging F.l.R. vides Patrasayer P.S GDE No.1028 Dated- 26.07.2020.

Respected Sir,

ln producing herewith one tractor bearing reBistration No WB-BBC/2482 with

trolley (Without Registration Number) loaded with sand under proper seizure list duly

signed by the Witnesses. l, A.S.l Arun Goswami beg to inform you that on 26.07.2020 myself

with force were performing mobile duty at P.S area vide GDE No.- 1028 & CC No.- 2068/20

Daled- 26.O7.20. During mobile duty received information that one Tractor'was coming

from Darakeswar River Ghat to Balsi side loaded with sand without proper Challan or Valid

Documents. Accordingly I informed the matterto O/C Patrasayer P.S and as per order of O/C

patrasayer P.S I along with force left for Balsi side to worl( out the information and at about

1-3.05 hrs at Balsi Barasat more found one Tractor bearing registration no WB-88C/2482 is

coming towards Balsi side under Patrasayer P.S loaded with sand. Accordingly lhave tried to

stop the said sand loaded tractor but the driver fled away after keeping the Tractor loaded

with sand. Accordingly I have seized the said sand loaded tractor as per seizure list duly

signed by local people from 13.25hrs to 13.55hrs. During local inquiry lcame to learnt that

the driver of Tractor No. WB-8BC/2482 got loaded the sands with the consent of the owners

of above tractor without Permit or Proper Challan with a view to sell the same in black

Market for wrongful gain. As he habitually dealing in stolen sand and assisting in

Concealment of said sands by fraudulent means or by theft making with consent of owners

and changed the nature, character of River bed and liable to punish in law.

I theiefore, pray before you that a specific case may kindly be started against the

driver and owner of Seized Tractor bearing Registration No. WB-88C/2482 under proper

section of law and arrange for investigation.

Enclosure:-
1. Original Seizure List.
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